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Abstract 
 
The goal of this essay is to explore the nature in which players play and experience single                 
player computer role-playing games. This will be accomplished by studying the existing            
research on related subjects such as immersion, player agency, ethics in games, etc.,             
conducting a survey on the subject of player motivation and approach to games, and then               
analyzing the results of said survey in relation to the findings of the literary research.  
 
 
Syftet med denna uppsats är att undersöka hur spelare upplever och närmar sig “single player”               
rollspel till PC. Detta ska uppnås genom en studie av befintlig litteratur relaterad till ämnet, en                
enkät på ämnet spelares motivation samt en analys av enkätresultatet med stöd av slutsater              
och insikter funna i relevant litteratur. 

 

 
 
 
Key words: Role-play, game, games, RPG, CRPG, single player, motivation, player 
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1. Introduction 
 
Role-playing games (RPGs) are one of the most popular genres within gaming and are unique               
in how they allow the player to interact with the world. The player is given almost completely                 
free rein within the game and is able to behave however they choose, whether it be running                 
around and picking flowers or dutifully completing quests and attempting to save the             
(in-game) world. Rather than simply being a series of challenges to be completed,             
role-playing games encourage players to do exactly that: to role-play. Role-playing games are             
often played with other people, both online and offline, who play as a group and create their                 
adventures within the confines of the established game world, the game itself acting as a kind                
of backdrop for the players’ interactions. 

If we limit the scope to single player computer role-playing games (CRPGs), the typical              
format of role-playing changes somewhat; to achieve the same level of immersion and             
commitment as seen by those who play with other people, the game world can no longer be                 
just a background. As shown by Gard and Porges, the world must be lifelike, not necessarily                
realistic in its nature but rather believable in its behavior, in order for a player to feel as if they                    
are part of the world (Gard, 2010; Porges, 2016). The fact that the perceived immersion               
depends greatly on the game’s AI is further supported by the findings in this essay. 

Additionally, one may postulate that the behavior displayed by players in single player             
CRPGs would be differentiated from that in multi-player settings due to the further separation              
generated by the lack of other players. This, one may argue, reflects the same mechanisms as                
those used by James Croft to explain discrepancies in player behaviors in real life versus               
actions taken in online games, and may for example be illustrated by how players interact               
with non-playable characters (NPCs) (Croft 2011). In massively-multiplayer online         
role-playing games (MMORPGs) NPCs tend to be overlooked or seen as a source of quests               
while many players confirm that they often feel some level of attachment to NPCs while               
playing single player CRPGs.  

This study examines the manner in which players approach single player computer            
role-playing games. One theory is that role-playing games in general, particularly single            
player CRPGs, are most commonly used as a tool to realize players’ impossible fantasies              
(Stromberg 2010). This paper, however, explores other potential explanations through the use            
of a 12-question survey focused on player experience. This paper finds that many players use               
single player CRPGs in order to perform “true” role-playing (defined in section 2.1.); creating              
a character and story that they find interesting to follow while not necessarily finding said               
character particularly relatable or even likeable.  
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2. Background 
 
While there is limited research focused specifically on single player CRPGs, there is a range               
of literature discussing aspects that influence user experiences and that will be used to support               
the discussion and conclusions in this study. Existing literature on CRPGs consists mainly of              
research on MMORPGs and focuses on a wide spectrum of subjects such as ethics in               
MMORPGs, role-play in MMORPGs, escapism in MMORPGs and the effect of MMORPGs            
on the social capital of players. In spite of the different setting, a number of the themes in the                   
MMORPG literature can be linked to the research question of this paper; mainly regarding              
immersion and in-game behavior. In pursuit of establishing a sound understanding of single             
player CRPG-players’ mentality, an in-depth examination of what “true” role-playing is, the            
nature of role-playing and what the appeal of CRPGs is, was conducted.  

 

 

2.1. “True” role-playing and the nature of role-play in a          
game-centric context 
 
The origin of the modern form of role-playing games is generally considered to be Dungeons               
& Dragons - one of the most famous tabletop fantasy role-playing games in the world - which                 
was published in 1974 and is still played by many today (Peterson, 2012; Darlington, 1998).               
However, their history goes back far further and they have been found to have been adapted                
from war games, which in turn can be traced back hundreds of years (Darlington 1998). The                
medieval-themed tabletop war game Chainmail , released in 1971, was the first moderately            
widely distributed war game that enabled incorporating fantasy elements (Peterson, 2012;           
Darlington, 1998). Chainmail is generally considered to be the direct predecessor of            
Dungeons & Dragons with many similarities in regards to rules and style (Darlington 1998).              
From this foundation, a plethora of role-playing games have evolved, be it live action              
role-play (LARP,) table-top role-play, massively multiplayer online role-playing games         
(MMORPGS,) or single player CRPGs, and they all have their own unique features. 

In the context of this paper “true” role-playing refers to the traditional definition of the               
activity. In the D&D Player’s 3rd edition Handbook role-playing is described as when “...you              
create a unique fictional character that lives in your imagination and the imaginations of              
your friends” (Cook et al. 2000). “True” role-playing thus means to enact a fictive role that is                 
often, but not always, of your own creation.  

The distinction between “true” role-playing and role-playing in general is made due to the              
sometimes unclear definition of the term. Hitchens and Drachen write that the immense             
growth that role-playing games have exhibited in the last 30 years, both digitally, in live               
action and in the more traditional tabletop variety, have resulted in “role-playing games” as a               
concept being far too large and diverse to easily define. They write that “…there is no                
commonly accepted definition which both captures games generally accepted as role-playing           
games and distinguishes them from other, similar, games which begs the question, whether             
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roleplaying games are united by anything more than a colloquial name” (Hitchens et al.              
2008). Role-play can have a multitude of meanings these days, some of which are wholly               
different from the original definition.  

 

 

2.1.1 Player agency and narrative balance 

 
Player agency refers to the degree in which the player is able to affect the story and world of                   
the game that they are playing. The balance between a satisfying amount of agency awarded               
to the player and an enjoyable story totters on a fickle seesaw; too much agency and the story                  
suffers, too little and it becomes less of a game and more like a movie that the player can                   
slightly affect every now and then. To ensure that this balance is maintained Ernest Adams               
suggests that “ ...designers should offer as much agency as they feel the experience that they                
are creating requires, and that the representative player will want.” (Adams, 2013) I.e. rather              
than giving the player boundless freedom, which may result in issues with narrative             
consistency, the designer ought to adjust the level of agency to, as stated, what the experience                
requires. Adams further suggests that the designer and player share a responsibility to produce              
a coherent experience and states that “... the player’s degree of responsibility is directly              
proportional to his interactive freedom.” (Adams, 2013) 

No matter which approach is taken in the design of a game, boundless agency or carefully                
maintained narrative structure, it will certainly affect the playing experience.  

Rutström et al. (2013) bring up the issue of internal consistency in games, in regard to                
ludology versus narratology, and explains how the player’s actions can cause inconsistencies            
in a game (Rutström et al., 2013). They suggest solving this by applying Adams’ proposed               
method of encouraging a player to role-play and thus remain within the fiction of the game.                
They also echo Dormans’ (2006) statement that a large amount of interesting decisions in a               
game may help promote role-playing, as each such situation would allow for further character              
definition  (Dormans, 2006; Rutström et al., 2013). 

These conceptions were taken into account when composing the survey questions and will be              
used as a foundation when analyzing player motivations in regard to single player CRPGS. 
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3. Purpose 
This study investigates the nature in which players play and experience single player             
computer role-playing games. An often heard belief is that the main appeal of single player               
computer role-playing games, as well as most other role-playing games, is that they allow one               
to escape from one’s real life worries, be distracted and/ or live out one’s fantasies (Valens,                
2016; Jannett, 2008). This study explores the hypothesis that people’s main motivation in             
playing single player computer role-playing games is instead to experience “true”           
role-playing, as defined in section 2.1., and to satisfy an urge to explore and go on adventures.  
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4. Method 
 
This chapter introduces the methodological foundation of this thesis, which can be divided             
into two main steps: gathering and compiling data on a number of targeted variables relating               
to the user experiences in CRPGs, and evaluating said data in relation to the opposing theories                
presented above. 

 

 

4.1. Procuring primary data 
 
The principal source of primary data in this study is a 12-question survey, conducted with the                
express purpose of validating and assessing the opposing theories presented in the thesis so              
far, using the conceptual framework established in Section 2 as its foundation. 
 
 
 
4. 1.1 What I did 

 
A survey consisting of both qualitative and quantitative questions was taken by 65             
respondents, between April 24 and May 14 2018. All respondents were added to the study by                
way of self-selection after the study was posted on a public forum. The survey consisted of                
questions related to how players experienced      
single player CRPGs, what they valued most       
in said games, and how they approached said        
games. The survey was kept rather short       
(limited to 12 questions) as per Nielsen’s       
(2004) finding that a majority of online       
participants have relatively short attention     
spans.  

 

 
 
Before beginning the survey, participants     
were asked to provide their age as well as the          
gender they identify as, in order to       
understand the participating demographic    
which, as seen in figures 1 and 2, have been          
found to affect game-type preference and      
general interest in gaming. (Newzoo, 2017;      
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Quantic Foundry, 2017) They were then      
asked to specify how experienced they      
were with single player CRPGs. This      
question was included in light of the       
high level of random variability     
observed in survey responses and John      
Zaller’s finding that respondents with     
more mature opinions often provide     
more stable and consistent answers to      
survey questions (Zaller, 1992). A     
person who is interested in single player       
CRPGs and plays them often, is      
arguably likely to have more mature      
and thereby stable opinions on the      
matter than a person with comparatively      
limited experience. A higher degree of      
respondents with mature opinions    
would in turn imply an increased      
statistical relevance of the survey     
answers. These aspects were further considered as they relate to the nature of role-playing and               
how players experience single player CRPGs, including their emotional responses. 

Questions two and three addressed the focus of the player’s overarching interest, i.e. why do               
people choose to play single player CRPGs? This constitutes an important consideration in             
answering the research question set out above, as understanding their motivations would            
likely aid in understanding the nature of their play-style. A player who values an interesting               
world is likely to have a different approach to a game than a player who values a gratifying                  
combat system.  

To provide insight regarding how players experience immersion in single player CRPGs, a             
number of questions (four, eight, nine, 11 and 12) were constructed to examine aspects              
affecting the level of immersion as well as implications of various levels of immersions on               
gameplay. In addition to a binary question addressing whether immersion is significant to the              
gaming experience (four), the questions inquired regarding NPC interaction and attachment           
levels (11 and 12), the effect of resemblance between one’s character and self-image on              
experienced level of immersion, and the preferred perspective (first person, third person). This             
group of questions aims to show whether players prefer to imagine that their avatar is an                
extension of themselves or simply a character to enact or a tool to interact with the in-game                 
world, i.e. if they enjoy pretending that they are the avatar or if they prefer to separate                 
themselves from their avatar.  

Considering the frequent occurrence of character creators in CRPGs one may speculate that             
avatar appearance is important for those who play single player CRPGs. As such. questions              
five – nine were designed to measure how much players value their avatars’ appearance, and               
why. 

Question ten was designed to garner a thorough understanding of the lead aspects driving              
participants’ gaming experience, preferences and style. Alternatives indicating a logical,          
story-centric approach, a real-life based approach, an approach based on what will yield the              
most interesting result, a character-based approach and a fantasy-realizing approach most           
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closely mirroring the thesis presented by Stromberg were presented, alongside the more            
randomized “I just click whatever and see what happens”-option. This last option was             
included to understand whether players value and afford consideration to the occurrences in             
the games and, if not, provide an opportunity for this to be expressed. In essence, Question ten                 
acts to underpin and contextualize the accumulated results of the rest of the survey. 

 

 

4.1.2 Why I did it 

 
A survey was chosen as the principal source of data partially due to the precedent set in                 
related research but more importantly because it was, after much deliberation, decided to be              
the best fit for this specific research question as it allowed for greater outreach than               
alternatives such as interviews when conducted by one person during a limited amount of              
time (Copier, 2005; Stensson, 2009). The survey provided both qualitative and quantitative            
data, was taken by people from all over the world, allowed people to take it at their leisure                  
and the information was compounded in an easy to quantify format.  

Kevin B. Wright emphasizes that “communication researchers may find the Internet an            
especially rich domain for conducting survey research.” (Wright, 2005). In light of this the              
survey was posted on a private forum consisting of game developers and aspiring game              
developers as well as a private webpage, where it reached a wide group of people, the                
majority of which were aged 20 –35, and a public profile where it reached a somewhat older                 
demographic.   

Consideration was given to conducting interviews along with the survey but this approach             
was discarded due to time constraints.  

In order to avoid biased answers, or answers affected by participants’ views of themselves,              
the questions were phrased in ways that did not directly ask how the individual participants               
played single player CRPGs but rather would make this clear by the results of all of their                 
answers combined. The survey was also designed in a way to achieve complete anonymity in               
order to encourage all participants to answer truthfully. 

 

 

4.2. Analyzing primary data 
 
Before analysing the primary data three preparatory steps were taken in accordance to the              
suggestions by University of Reading Statistical Services Center (SSC, 2001), namely; 

 

1. Exploratory data analysis (EDA) - entails looking at the found data, sometimes even             
before all data has been collected, to gain an understanding of the study’s results. This               
can lead to either continued data gathering, stopping the study due to already having              
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sufficient data, or entirely scrapping the study. The results from the EDA are usually              
not ready for release as study findings. The EDA functions as a type of test to see                 
whether the study is worth continuing. (this study had two EDAs, one when there were               
25 registered respondents and one when there were 63, both with satisfactory results). 

2. Deriving the main findings - at this point the data should be clear-cut and consistent,               
meaning that the data does not contradict itself or is uninformative/ unreadable. This is              
where one tabulates the results and begin an extensive analysis. No issues were             
discovered at this stage. 

3. Archiving - once a satisfactory amount of ordered data have been found it is prudent               
to archive all material related to acquiring the information, such as log files and raw               
data. This was done by downloading the results in the form of excel sheets as well as                 
downloading soft copies of all graphs and charts that contain the compounded results,             
thus having secure documents containing both results for each individual and for the             
entire group of respondents. 

 

This was then applied as the analysis of the collected data was carried out in four stages; 

 

1. Aggregated quantitative data - The quantitative data was compiled in order to            
calculate percentage rates of answers and to create pie charts and bar charts to              
illustrate the results and highlight the most popular answers within the group of             
participants. 

2. Individual quantitative data - Analyzing the individual quantitative data was carried           
out by examining each answer sheet and seeing which answers correlated. In other             
words, investigating whether a series of replies often occurred together. This was done             
in order to understand behavioral patterns in players and gain a comprehensive            
understanding of their motivations. 

3. Individual qualitative data - The qualitative data set was analyzed by reading each             
of the 65 participants’ written answers and cross-checking for frequently occurring           
sentiments as well as registering any unexpected or irregular statements.  

4. Combined data - To create a holistic understanding of the participants’ approach to             
single player CRPGs, the results of all types of data were compiled and further              
analysis applied to the full set.  

 

As mentioned in section 4.1.2. the survey resulted in both quantitative and qualitative data.              
The qualitative data consisted of freely written answers to questions posed in the survey. The               
quantitative data consisted of participants choosing one of several provided options to answer             
questions posed in the survey.  
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5. Results 
 
As mentioned in section 4.1. the primary data consists of the results of a twelve questions                
long survey. Two of these twelve questions are qualitative in nature, which leaves the              
remaining ten quantitative. 

 

 

5.1. Qualitative data findings 
 
The qualitative data consists of answers to two questions: 

 

 

5.1.1 “When playing a single player role playing game, what perspective do            
you prefer? (First person, third person, etc.) Please explain why.” 

 
Most participants (60.3%?) prefer playing in third person, with a large minority preferring             
first person (22.2%?) and several who either have no particular preference, feel that it depends               
on the game, like to switch or have another perspective that they prefer (isometric for               
example.)  

 

 

5.1.1.1 Why does the majority of people prefer third person perspective? 

 
Many participants who said that they prefer third person perspective mentioned enjoying            
being able to view their character interact with the world. Many participants with the same               
preference also repeated the sentiment that third person allows for a better understanding and              
enjoyment of the game world. Two participants also mentioned experiencing motion sickness            
when in first person and thus preferring third person perspective. 

 

 

5.1.1.2 Why does a large minority prefer first person? 

 
Most participants who answered that they prefer first person perspective named increased            
immersion as the key reason. A notable minority also mentioned that they felt that first person                
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perspective was better suited to “action shooters” and it being easier to shoot and sometimes               
navigate in third person perspective, which they felt made it too easy and dull. 

 

 

5.1.2 “Please explain your answer to the previous question. Feel free to use             
examples of characters that you find yourself more / less attached to.” (This             
was linked to the previous question “On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being never, 5                 
being very often), how often do you find yourself attached to an NPC in              
RPGs? (such as followers, mounts, pets, possible romance options etc.)”) 

 
Most participants feel some level of attachment to non-playable characters (NPCs) with only             
8.2% responding that they never get attached. 

On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being never) 18% answered 5 and 31.1% answered 4. 

Among those who said that they don’t get attached most explained that it was either due to: 

1) they know it’s not real and that separates them from feelings of affection, or 
2) poor writing and programming (repeating lines, irrational reactions etc.) or 
3) they find it unhealthy to get attached to fictional characters and so they purposely detach               

themselves.  

A few participants said that they get more easily attached to animal NPCs than human or                
humanoid ones, due to having more limited expectations of an animal’s behavior compared to              
a human’s. As a result, unrealistic behavior from an animal garners less disillusion and              
disappointment. 

 

 

5.2. Quantitative data result 
 
Among the participants of the study 63.33% were male, 28.33% were female and 8.33%              
identified as either agender or non-binary.  

The majority (80.8%) of participants were between the ages 20 and 27, the youngest being 19                
years old and oldest being 41 years old. 

More than half of all participants (50.8%) said that they were “very experienced” with single               
player CRPGs and only two participants answered that they were “not experienced at all.” 

The results of questions two and three proved that the majority of participants most valued               
interesting worlds and the freedom to explore them when playing single player CRPGs. (as              
seen in figures 3 and 4) 
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In regards to immersion it was found to be highly valued (93.7% answering that they               
considered it important in CRPGs) but not necessarily dependent on whether the players             
avatar matches the players’ own view of themselves (36.5% answered that it did not at all                
affect how immersive they perceive the game to be and 6.3% answered that it had a large                 
impact on how immersive they perceived the game to be.) Furthermore, it was found that               
while appearance is considered very important (24.2% considering a well-rounded character           
creator very important, 45.2% considering it important and 19.4% considering it moderately            
important; 34.9% said that they spent a lot of time and effort designing their character, 34.9%                
said that they spend quite a lot of time and effort and 0% said that they spend no time and                    
effort designing their character), it seems that it is more important for the avatar to look like                 
someone the player wants to enact than someone the player can identify as. When asked what                
they value in their avatars’ appearance, 46% of participants answered “That they look like              
someone I want to enact,” 23.8% answered “That their appearance matches the in-game             
world” and 12.7% answered “That they look like I wish I looked.” 
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When asked what motivates their decisions in single player CRPGs, 52.4% answered that             
they do what they believe suits their character. 15.9% said that they do what they think will                 
have the most interesting results. 15.9% replied that they do what they wish they would do if                 
presented with a similar situation in their real lives and 14.3% said that they do what they                 
would if presented with a similar situation in their real lives.  
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6. Analysis 
 
In order to clearly understand the above stated findings they will be analyzed first individually               
and then as a whole, with the secondary data acting as a support in the interpretation process                 
as well as a counter-thesis. 

 

 

6.1. Participants’ values and motivations 
 
Gaining a true understanding of all players’ values and motivations is nigh impossible due to               
the pure size of the group - as of June 2017 there were 2.2 billion active gamers worldwide -                   
but according to the survey conducted in relation to this paper most players seem to most                
value single player CRPGs with interesting worlds and main stories (as seen in figures 3 and                
4). Jennett et. al., in their paper on immersion, write the following about player motivation: 

“Providing an appealing distraction from everyday worries and concerns, computer games           
allow people to “lose” themselves in the world of the game. “ (Jennett et al., 2008) 

Jennett et al. are repeating an often heard sentiment, that games are a tool of distraction. It                 
seems to be a common assumption that the distraction is the main appeal of role-playing               
games (Valens, 2015; Jennett et al. 2008). This, however, is directly contradicted by the              
findings of the survey conducted alongside this essay. Instead, as seen in figures 4 and 7, most                 
players seem to be driven by an urge to explore new worlds, experience wild adventures and                
enjoy exciting stories.  
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Indeed, only three people, out of 65 participants, said that they play games for the distraction.                
These findings do not mean that games cannot be a distraction, merely that it is not their main                  
appeal according to players.  

 

 

6.2. On immersion 
 
As seen in figure 5     
immersion is highly   
valued by the majority    
of participants.  
Immersion, as defined   
by the Merriam-Webster   
dictionary, is absorbing   
involvement, and in the    
context of games this    
definition becomes even   
clearer; In their paper on     
the nature of immersion    
Jennet et al. describe the     
experience the following   
way:  

“Sometimes people find the game so engaging that they do not notice things around them,               
such as the amount of time that has passed, or another person calling their name. At such                 
moments, almost all of their attention is focused on the game, even to the extent that some                 
people describe themselves as being ‘in the game.’” (Jennet et al., 2008) 
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Brown et al. further state that “The experience of immersion is often critical to game               
enjoyment and is made or destroyed by game characteristics” (Brown et al., 2004). Similar              
sentiments have been expressed by many members of the gaming community, developers and             
gamers alike (Garneau, 2001; Pittman, 2013). So, why is immersion so highly valued? Jamie              
Madigan explains that: 

“People who experience immersion tend to only consider choices that make sense in the              
context of the imaginary world. Someone immersed in Red Dead Redemption, for example,             
might be more likely to use travel methods that make sense within the game, like               
stagecoaches, instead of methods that don’t, like fast traveling from a menu screen. People              
immersed in media also tend to enjoy it more” (Madigan, 2010). 

In other words, immersion encapsulates the players in the game world and encourages them               
to behave accordingly, rather than act as outside observers. Madigan further states that this              
increases the players’ enjoyment of the game, and while no source on this was given by him,                 
his statement appears to be supported by the survey findings presented in this paper. 

The fact that immersion is valued in the gaming community is clear, but how is it achieved?                 
What affects the level of immersion a player experiences? 

Both Jannett et al. and Brown et al. research points to the conclusion that the experienced                
level of immersion greatly depends on the in-game world and design of the controls. (Jannett               
et al., 2008; Brown et al., 2004). Furthermore, Natalie Mikkelsen expresses the value of              
well-written NPCs in order to achieve immersion in specifically non-linear games (a grouping             
that includes most RPGs) (Mikkelsen, 2017). Both of these statements appear to find support              
in the survey conducted alongside this dissertation. Firstly, in figure 5 it was proven that               
participants greatly value immersion. In figure 8 it is shown that the level of immersion does                
not appear to be connected to the degree in which the players themselves feel linked to their                 
avatar.  
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Rather, the data collected seems to imply that players experience a greater sense of immersion               
and game enjoyment when developing their characters in line with the game world and being               
able to thoroughly commit to the role-play. With questions 11 and 12 Mikkelsen’s standpoint              
was investigated and was found to be moderately supported. The participants seem to greatly              
value NPCs and most of them appear to feel some degree of emotional connection to them                
which, according to Brown et al., makes up one of the founding aspects of whether players                
experience immersion. (Brown et al., 2004) 

 

 

6.3. Avatar appearance 
 
As stated in section 5.2. character appearance is very highly valued among players when it               
comes to single player CRPGs (it was not investigated whether this was the case in other                
genres) but this fact appears to be an entirely separate matter from players’ interest in putting                
themselves in their avatars shoes, so to speak. Players want to be able to customize their                
avatar to a great extent but as this is not connected to any desire of making it look like                   
themselves, or an idealized version of themselves, it can be postulated that this preference is               
due to players’ wish to create well-rounded characters. This is further supported by several              
participants’ answer to question seven, as seen in figure 6, which in turn can be interpreted to                 
support the theory that the majority of people who play single player CRPGs do so in order to                  
role-play. 
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6.4. Playstyles/ approaches 
 
As found in section 5.2. over half of all participants stated that they base their actions on what                  
they believe suits the character that they are enacting; in contrast, less than a third said that                 
they did either what they think they themselves would do, or what they wish they would do, if                  
presented with a similar situation in real life. This too, much like the rest of the results of the                   
survey, expresses a divide between what the general public appears to believe is the allure of                
games and what the gamers’ replies indicate. (Jannett et al., 2008; Valens, 2015) 

 

 

6.5. Overall  
 
When these findings are viewed as a whole, the overwhelming consensus appears to be that               
the majority of gamers enjoy single player computer role-playing games because they enjoy             
“true” role-playing and exploring fantastical worlds.  
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7. Reflection 

 
7.1. Significant findings  
 
The survey conducted in relation to this essay reveals that the majority of participants              
experience more powerful feelings of immersion when developing their characters in line            
with the game world and thoroughly commiting to the role-play.  
 
This paper also evidences that, while it remains entirely possible that players enjoy the              
element of distraction while playing single player CRPGs, their main motivation in playing             
single player computer role-playing games is exploring new worlds and role-playing.  
 
 
 
 
7.2. Discussion of limitations 
 
A risk of using a survey to gather data is that high levels of random variability may occur in                   
the responses (Zaller, 1992). To counteract this, at least to an extent, the participants were               
asked how experienced they were with playing single player CRPGs: their levels of             
experience influences how mature their opinions on the topic are, ie the more experienced              
they are, the less variability there should be. In cases where people don’t hold any particular                
opinions on the matter – in cases of under-developed attitudes – random variability may be               
exaggerated. 
 
Other factors that may influence the answers include the phrasing of the questions – which is                
hard to police; what seems entirely neutral to one person may somehow influence another – as                
well as the provided variety in the multiple choice-type questions. This was managed by              
having multiple people (7) read the survey before posting it publically, and seeing how they               
interpreted the questions; it was found to be rather balanced. To account for any difficulties               
on the participants’ behalf to map their opinions to the various available answers it was made                
possible to write in their own answer in case they found none of the provided ones fitting, this                  
was not an option with the questions that were scaled as that would result in participants’                
answers going outside of an alloted scale. Two questions that required individually written             
answers were also posed in order to gain a further grasp on the participants’ views.  
 
Another potential constraint in data collection may be related to the demographic            
characteristics of the sample. A majority of participants in the study were males (63,33%) and               
a similarly significant majority were in the ages 20 – 27 (80.8%), which raises the question of                 
whether the data would change if the survey had reached a different demographic - as seen in                 
figures 1 and 2 a disparity between the majority of women’s and men’s preference in game                
genres and thus, arguably, play-styles exist. It has further been found that different age groups               
tend to prefer certain genres and that some age groups are likely to dismiss most digital                
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games. (Blocker et al. 2014). A larger and more diverse group of participants might help               
mitigate this bias.  

 
Use of random probability sampling may help in mitigating this bias, as well increasing the               
size of the participating body. A primary factor of improvement, if this study were to be                
expanded on, would be to increase the sample diversity (while limiting selective bias) as well               
as the general population size. This would result in more reliable data.  
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8. Future research 
 
As mentioned in section 7.2. more in-depth research on the subject of player motivation in               
single player CRPGs, with a larger and more diverse pool of participants, is required in order                
to achieve absolute data on the matter. Further research could also include investigating how              
game designers interpret player motivations and thus explore what the designers’ motivation            
is when creating single-player CRPGs.  
 
Further research into what exactly gamers want from single-player CRPGs would also be             
interesting and would aid in the continued development of rewarding, exciting and creative             
single player CRPGs.  
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9. Conclusion 
 
The goal of this paper was to explore the nature in which players play and experience single                 
player computer role-playing games. This was done by studying the existing research on             
related subjects such as immersion, player agency, ethics in games, and more, conducting a              
survey on the subject of player motivation and approach to games, and then analyzing the               
results of said survey in relation to the findings of the literary research.  
 
The results of the above described process indicates that the majority of gamers play              
single-player CRPGs in part to experience “true” role-playing (as defined in section 2.1.), and              
especially to explore fantastical new worlds. It appears that almost all of the gamers              
participating in the study approach single player CRPGs with curiosity, excitement and an             
adventurous spirit.  
 
These findings do not rule out the possibility that people play for other reasons, the human                
animal is complex and capable of having multiple motivations. Neither does this study claim              
that any reason is better or more valid than another, or aims to demonize any motivation that                 
players may have. This paper was written with one single aim; to gain further understanding               
into the nature and motivations of players of single player CRPGs, as stated and argued               
throughout this thesis. As suggested in section 8 further research into player motivations as              
well as the nature and implications of said motivations is recommended.  
 
No matter what one’s standpoint on role-playing games is - a dedicated fan, a curious “noob”,                
or a stern opponent of the entire medium - Leo Tolstoy’s words ring true and relevant even                 
now, 166 years after they were written, as he muses that “If we were always to judge from                  
reality, games would be nonsense; but if games were nonsense, what else would there be left                
to do?” (Tolstoy, 1852) 
 
After all, in its core CRPGs are things to be played and enjoyed and isn’t that something that                  
almost all living beings do?  
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Appendix 

How old are 
you? 

What gender 
do you identify 
as? 

24 Male 

23 Female 

26 Male 

23 Male 

23 Female 

20 Male 

22 Male 

23 Male 

29 

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/video-games-ill-never-buy-one-56wj9gctv7d


23 
Somewhere in 
the middle 

20 Male 

23 Male 

25 Female 

22 Male 

23 Female 

23 Male 

25 Agender 

36 Man 

26 Male 

22 Male 

22 Man 

21 Woman 

26 Female 

24 male 

26 Male 

24 Woman 

28 - 

25 Female 

26 Female 

24 Male 

21 Male 

20 male 

27 Man 

21 male 

21 Female 

27 male 

19 Male 

25 None 

30 Male 

26 Male 

28 Male 

23 Nonbinary 

26 Male 

25 female 

31 Male 

30 



24 female 

25 Male 

26 Female 

20 Boy 

25 Male 

19 Male 

20 Female 

29 Non-Binary 

27 male 

23 
White 
caucasian male 

24 Female 

26 Male 

32 Macho Male 

25 Female 

27 Male 

41 Male 

21 female 

38 Male 

35 female 

 
 
How experienced would you say 
that you are with playing single 
player role playing games on a 
scale from 1 to 5 (1 being not at all, 
5 being very experienced)? (such 
as The Elder Scrolls, Dragon Age, 
Mass Effect, Fallout etc.) 

 

5 

5 

2 

5 

2 

4 

3 

2 

5 

31 



3 

5 

3 

5 

5 

5 

 

4 

4 

3 

5 

5 

4 

5 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

5 

5 

5 

3 

3 

4 

5 

4 

5 

5 

4 

4 

5 

5 

3 

1 

32 



5 

4 

5 

5 

3 

5 

5 

5 

4 

5 

3 

4 

1 

4 

5 

5 

2 

4 

 
 

What do you value most when 
selecting an RPG to play? 

Other 

An interesting world 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

Freedom to play as I want. 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

Interesting Gameplay 

An interesting world 

Equally interesting world / story 

Nice graphics 

An interesting world 

An interesting world 
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An interesting world 

 

An interesting main story 

An interesting main story 

Gameplay 

Characters, i mainly care about 
characters and the interaction 
between them. 

An interesting main story 

An interesting main story 

Intetesting characters 

Interesting player choices 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

Interesting characters 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

An interesting world 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

Engaging characters 

An interesting world 

All of the above 

An interesting world 

An interesting world 

An interesting world 

Finding game mechanics that I 
woudl enjoy. 

Interesting Characters 

1 and 2 

An interesting world 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

story flow and mechanics 

An interesting world 

A mix of all and interesting 
gameplay 

Nice ambience 
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An interesting world 

An interesting world 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

An interesting world 

Interesting battle system 

Interesting characters and a 
world that "lives". 

The possibility to develop the 
playable character into exactly 
whatever I want 

An interesting main story 

An interesting world 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

An interesting world 

An interesting main story 

An interesting main story 

An interesting world 

 
 
What is your main motivation 
when you play single player 
RPGs? 

 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy adventures 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy adventures 
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I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy the distraction 

Immersion, feeling like i live a 
double life 

I enjoy the stories 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

 

I enjoy the stories 

I want to be emotionaly 
invested in the characters. I 
need to root on the main 
character, so that i feel the ups 
and downs. 

I enjoy adventures 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy the stories 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy the distraction 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy adventures 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy adventures 

I enjoy the stories 
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I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy the stories 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy the stories 

I enjoy adventures 

I enjoy the stories 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy modding the games 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy the stories 

I want to explore other ways to 
be human. 

I enjoy experiencing worlds and 
adventures that do not exist 
IRL 

I enjoy the stories 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy the distraction 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 
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I enjoy the stories 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

I enjoy the stories 

I enjoy exploring the worlds 

 
 
Do you consider 
immersiveness important in 
RPGs? 

 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
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How important would you say 
that a well-rounded character 
creator is on a scale of 1 to 5(1 
being not important at all, 5 
being very important)? 

 

4 

5 

5 

4 

4 

5 

4 

1 

3 

1 

3 

5 

5 

3 

4 

 

4 

5 

4 

5 

3 

3 

5 

2 

4 

4 

4 

5 

4 

2 

40 



3 

4 

3 

3 

4 

3 

4 

2 

4 

1 

 

4 

5 

4 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

4 

1 

5 

5 

5 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

3 
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How much time/effort would 
you say that you spend 
creating your character on a 
scale of 1 to 5 (1 being none, 5 
being a lot)? 

 

4 

5 

5 

3 

3 

5 

4 

2 

4 

4 

3 

5 

5 

5 

5 

 

4 

5 

3 

5 

2 

3 

4 

5 

4 

4 

4 

5 

3 

2 

4 

4 
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3 

4 

5 

3 

4 

4 

5 

3 

2 

4 

4 

5 

5 

5 

5 

4 

3 

2 

4 

5 

4 

4 

5 

5 

4 

5 

5 

3 

2 

4 

3 

3 

 
 

What do you value most in your 
avatar’s appearance? 
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That I find them sexually 
attractive 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look funny/ silly 

That they look like I wish I 
looked 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look interesting, fully 
use the character creation 
options, and fit the role I will 
play them as (which typically is 
just a modified version of 
myself, but neither an idealized 
one or a realistic one) 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

I prefer playing female 
characters as i cannot be a 
woman in this world 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like I look 

 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 
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That they look funny/ silly 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like I wish I 
looked 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like I wish I 
looked 

That they look like I wish I 
looked 

That they look like I wish I 
looked 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they mirror the personality 
of the character I got in mind 
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That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That I find them appealing and 
in style with their purpose 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like I wish I 
looked 

I don't know. 

That they look like I wish I 
looked 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

Mix of above 

That they look super cool / fun 
/depends on the game??? 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like someone i 
want to enact 

That they look like I wish I 
looked 

That their appearance matches 
the in-game world 
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How much would you say that 
playing a character that 
resembles you/ your image of 
yourself affects how immersive 
you perceive the game to be on 
a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being not at 
all, 5 being very much)? 

 

2 

3 

1 

1 

3 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

2 

2 

4 

3 

5 

 

1 

2 

3 

1 

2 

4 

3 

2 

1 

3 

1 

4 

4 
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2 

4 

1 

1 

3 

5 

5 

2 

1 

1 

1 

3 

2 

2 

1 

2 

1 

4 

4 

1 

4 

3 

1 

2 

4 

1 

3 

3 

1 

1 

2 

1 

5 

3 

2 
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When playing a single player 
role playing game, what 
perspective do you prefer? 
(First person, third person, etc.) 
Please explain why. 

 

I like to look at my armor and 
character. 

3rd person 

Third person. It's what I'm used 
to from playing MMORPGs. 

First person. Third person is 
unrealistic, gives an advantage 
in vision and, in many games, 
completely skews your aim 
when shooting things point 
blank or even in CQ. 

First person, more immersive 

First person but for me it does 
not really matter as long as the 
game is good. 

Third person, because it lets 
me see my own character 
interact with the world 

Tredje person, för att jag gillar 
vinkeln bättre. 

Depends on the gameplay. 
Isometric is great for tactical 
game, but first person can be 
more immersive while third 
person creates a disconnect 
sometimes. 

Third person. Having body 
awareness improves my 
enjoyment of the game 

Third person, because first 
person mechanics usually 
interfere with the gameplay 
mechanics. It often makes it 
awkward and less immersive - 
elder scrools is a good 
example. 

Third person. So I can see the 
character 
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First person if the avatar 
doesn't talk audibly (elder 
scrolls series), third person 
when they do (mass effect etc) 

Third person. I am very 
sensitive to simulation sickness 
and a first-person perspective 
tends to make me nauseous. 
Other than that, I enjoy actually 
seeing the character I play as. 

Preferablt both so i can see 
myself when i like and be 
immersed when i like 

 

Third person, because it allows 
me to see my character. 

Third person. To get a better 
feel for the interaction with the 
world. 

Third person, I want to see the 
actions my character takes, 
and I want to see more than 
what a first person perspective 
can give me. 

Third person. I prefer how one 
controls the camera and 
character in third person. 

Third person. It makes me feel 
like I can perceive the entire 
world around me better. 

Third person. Being able to 
look around your surroundings 
is important to me. 

Depends on the game, but 
mostly third person because I 
did spend a lot of time in 
character creation and I want to 
actually see my character. 
Except fallout where I play first 
person for no good reason. 

third person 

I like to be able to switch 
between first and third person. 
Mostly playing first person, but 
changing sometimes when 
gearing up and sometimes 
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when I'm just chilling around. 

I prefer third person for better 
overview, see your 
surroundings. First person feels 
a little restrictive 

FIrst person, to put myself in 
my characer's shoes. 

Mainly third person, but I really 
like when you can also go into 
first person like in Skyrim. 
(Quite useful for aiming with 
bows etc.) 

Third person, i spent time on 
my character and i like seeing 
them. I can still feel imersive 
with my character. 

No preference. Both have 
drawbacks on gameplay and 
immersion. 

While I usually feel more 
immersed into the world when 
playing a first person game, I 
believe that a third person view 
often offers a more cinematic 
experience, which can fit quite 
well with games that don't let 
you create your own character 
(such as the Witcher). Since it 
reinforces the feel of 
experiencing someone else's 
story and merely directing the 
action 

No preference, since both 
perspectives have their 
advantages and 
disadvantages. For example, 
being an archer type in skyrim 
in a lot easier in first person, 
since aiming is more accurate 
that way. But at the same time I 
prefer third person if I play a 
warrior type in skyrim, since it 
gives me a larger view of what 
is around me. 
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Depends on the mechanic of 
the game. If it's a Action 
Shooter then First Person, 
Tactical Shooter then Third. Is 
it strategic combat then a top 
down might serve me best. If its 
turnbased combat I'd like 
something a bit flexible and if 
the game features vehicles 
heavily then there might need 
to be adjustable. 

Have no preference. 

1st person, I find that it is much 
harder to navigate and take aim 
whilst in 3rd person 

first and third. first person 
perspective make me feel more 
immersed, but i like to switch to 
third from tiem to time, so i can 
enjoy seeing the carachter i 
created 

I mainly play first person, as it 
is easier to immerse yourself in 
the position of your character, 
but I also use third person 
every once in a while as a sort 
of "cinematic camera". 

No preference, but most of my 
favorites are third person 

It really depends on what I want 
to do. If I want to experience a 
set plot as a predetermined 
character I'd go third person, 
however if I create the 
character myself and get to 
decide who that is I'd say first 
person. Although I find it very 
important to be able to switch 
to, or otherwise look at, a third 
person view to get a coherent 
picture of the character that I 
play. 

Third Person. It gives a better 
perspective of the surroundings 
and also increases my 
immersion by grounding the 
player character, that I am 
controlling, in the world that 
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they inhabit. 

3rd. I guess it's only because 
melee combat feels really weird 
in 1st person. 

First person. It is less 
distracting, it is more emersive 
and it moves me in to the 
perspective of the character 
and not as a spector following 
the story of someone else. 

First person, for immersion 

Third person, so I can see the 
character I spent so much time 
creating. 

Third person: to experience the 
agility and weight of the 
character moveset. First person 
games usually feels stiff and 
boring (which however may be 
necessary to improve aim or 
prevent nausea). 

third person. I like to see my 
character and whats around the 
character. 

Depends on the gameplay, for 
shooters (a la Fallout) I usually 
prefer 1st person, for sword 
and sorcery I like both and it 
heavily depends on the pacing 
of the game and how much 
player customization there is 
available. 

First. For a long time, I played 
in third but the more 
experienced a became, the 
easier it was to play in first 
person. 

Both actually. It depends on 
playstyle, graphics, the world 
and the combat mechanics. 

Don't prefer any specific one 

First person. It makes me feel 
like the things around me 
matters more. Compared to top 
down or 3d view where things 
seems more distant. 
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Third person 

Doesn't matter, to me the core 
of an RPG is dialogue, which 
can be experienced in a myriad 
of camera perspectives. 

Third person as it makes me 
see my avatar aswell as i feel 
like i have better control of my 
avatar in third person. 

I like to be able to switch 
between first and third person 
view. 

Third person, I want to enjoy 
the coolness of my character 
both animation wise but also 
gear-and appearance wise 

Third, you see the movements 

Really enjoyed and became 
immersed in the worlds of 
Diablo and Fallout, that 
perspective is preferable to 
view the "world" inside of the 
games. First person lends itself 
better to more action based 
games. A mix could be 
interesting perhaps, 

Third person. I can't really 
explain why, I just prefer how it 
looks. I feel like in theory first 
person SHOULD be more 
immersive, but I like being able 
to see more of the setting 
around my character, as well 
as better visibility of 
movements and my character 
him-/herself. I suppose this ties 
in with the fact that I enjoy an 
interesting world and exploring 
the worlds (see above 
answers!!). 

Third person 

Depends on the game play, 
discover a world fps. Strategic 
battle 3rd person 
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Third person, as I care more 
about the character and their 
figuartive and literative place in 
the world. Being in first person 
creates a disconnect for me. 

I don't have preferences 

1st if possible, 3rd if I get 
motion sick 

 
 
When faced with decisions in 
an RPG, what motivates you 
action? 

 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits the story 
of the game 

I do what I would do if it 
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happened in real life 

 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 
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I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think suits my 
character 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 
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I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

I do what I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

I do what I wish I would do if it 
happened in real life 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

I do what I think will have the 
most interesting result 

 
 
On a scale of 1 to 5 (1 being 
never, 5 being very often), how 
often do you find yourself 
attached to an NPC in RPGs? 
(such as followers, mounts, 
pets, possible romance options 
etc.) 

 

4 

2 

1 

3 

2 

2 

4 

1 

4 

2 

1 

1 

5 

4 

4 

 

2 
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2 

2 

5 

3 

2 

5 

5 

3 

5 

3 

5 

4 

3 

4 

4 

3 

4 

4 

3 

5 

3 

4 

5 

3 

5 

4 

4 

4 

3 

3 

2 

4 

3 

4 

4 

5 

4 
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4 

5 

2 

1 

2 

3 

2 

2 

3 

4 

 
 
Please explain your answer to the previous question. 
Feel free to use examples of characters that you find 
yourself more/less attached to. 

 

If they respect me they deserve to live. 

Bioware creates pretty well developed characters 
(Alistar, Iron Bull, Morrigan etc.) 

Even though I use RPGs(and their multi-player 
counterpart) as a means to escape from the mundane, I 
still distance myself from feelings of attachment towards 
fantastical persons and beings, as I think that getting 
too worked up over made made up things seems 
unhealthy. 

 

 

I often play the game many times over so when I want 
to create a new one I just leave the other ones. 

I mainly get attached to characters that I can speak to or 
otherwise interact with. I've felt attached to followers in 
Skyrim this way, but the game series I've played that 
pulled it off best is Mass Effect, which made me truly 
care for he characters. Probably because they have a 
much larger amount of interactions, and unique lines of 
dialogue for certain situations and places. 

 

As long as the game is good at creating a believable 
world I attach to characters, especially if they have a 
trait I admire. (Hard-drinking, queer, is a dog etc. ) 
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Typically characters’ behavior and AI betrays the fact 
that they are just code. Giving them a detailed 
personality/story may even make me care less about 
them, as they feel more fake by contrast 
But sometimes I do place a pretend importance on a 
character because I am around them for an extended 
amount of time and enjoy aspects of them (generally 
meaning that they are very flawed by being stupid or 
weird-looking or something like that but in an endearing 
way). Often this means accepting that they have no 
brain, so it’s easier when the character is not 
human/humanoid 

Because a collection of polygons can never be a 
substitute for real life bonds / attachments in my 
opinion. But I used to love my cat in The Sims Making 
Magic as a child - I taught him how to play the piano. It 
looked adorable. 

 

I play the games for immersion; if i am playing a 
character i wish to feel i am the character that i play. 
Therefore relationships the character has in game have 
meaning for me. However, i don't mind losing my 
favorite mount/companion/friend etc in the game at 
some point. It makes me sad losing them as i liked them 
in the first place, but feeling those emotions is what's 
most valuable to me. If a game makes me feel 
something through me being immersed in the game 
then i consider that a job well done. I hope my answers 
help with your thesis, good luck! 

It generally only happens when that NPC is written well, 
or at least interestingly. Fortunately, that tends to 
happen quite often for me. When a character is written 
well, they feel like a person, and can often feel like a 
friend. That makes very easy to care. 

Im replaying about a 100 hours worth of the witcher 3 
just to get a different ending.... 
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I find most characters to be shallow or have a very 
"robotic" attitude which feels rather detaching and 
lacking of personality. Frequently the games presume 
that there is a stronger connection than there is and sort 
of force you down that road. 
I also get attached to the same type of people in games 
as I would otherwise, such as the very enthusiastic 
Nadia in SWTOR, and even when it comes to 
characters in a broader sense, characters like Aloy from 
Horizon Zero Dawn who shows a lot of heart. 
Games need to be better at making characters express 
emotions, not just ambitions and goals, but things they 
love, things they hate, things that make them laugh, and 
things that they just find frustrating. I feel like most 
characters have two modes, "yes, sir" and "no, sir" 
which shows that the character designers didn't really 
put any thought into it. The very oversimplified "+/- 
reputation for this action" doesn't really count imo. as 
having put much thought into the character. 

There is problem that many npcs often lack depths. I 
need more demensions to invest emotionally to them. 

I rarely feel empathy for characters in games because I 
find them either poorly written, or overworked, or when 
there's just too many of them for me to care about. 
 
Give me at most 3-5 characters that I follow most of the 
game with, in a game where their combined story is 
written like a Tv-series, then I'll care. 
 
Games where I have cared for the characters are: 
Unreal 2, Dead Space, Half-Life 2, Warcraft 3 and 
World of Warcraft, StarCraft 2, and City of 
Heroes/Villains. 

It depends on the characters and the game, but in 
dragon age I care deeply for my companions. Mostly 
because i like their personality and enjoy the artificial 
bond one creates with them. Usually through action too, 
they might have done something important for example 
in combat, or another kind of tight spot. The stories you 
create with them is the most important part. 

I like to have followers or companions that help me 
defeat foes 

If it is an NPC that follow you throughout the story i 
would feel attached. Other than that not really 

I just get too attached to them. If my dog in the game 
dies then I will stop playing the game. 
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I usually get very involved in the story, and if there are 
interesting characters I get attached. I tend to get 
annoyed with characters that stick around for too long, 
so I rarely get as attached to followers as I do to 
characters I only bump into on occasion. 

I like having a few followers around for a long time 
rather than switching a lot. I like to have many to choose 
from, but find myself becoming more attached to a 
couple of them and adventuring mostly with them. 

Dragon age inquisition made me care about so many of 
the characters, their backstories were so rich and their 
storylines immersive. My character cared for them, and 
so I did. 

 

Someone introduced to you relatively early and that has 
a personality/story that you like. Animals are the easiest 
to get attached to obviously. I like to really immerse 
myself and if a character is well written I get attached to 
them both out of admiration for their writing and if I 
would get along with them in real life. Examples are one 
of the senior members in Skyrim's thieves guild 
(Brynjolf) because he showed kindness and acceptance 
of the character I was playing, Epona in the Zelda 
games for some reason, and Alistair, Leliana and 
Wynne from Dragon Age Origins, because their motives 
and personality lined up with my own as I was playing 
that game's version of myself. 

If a character is well written it's easier to connect with 
them. Tex Tybalt in GW2, Hammer in Fable 2 or just 
NPCs with interesting questlines in any RPG. 

It depends on the effort ive put into that npc and what 
my goals are. In general i dont have any personal 
attachments. 

Really depends on the rpg I suppose. I felt quite 
attached to most characters in the Witcher, while I felt 
almost indifferent to a lot of the Skyrim characters, 
which might be because the main character already has 
a backstory with the characters in the witcher. Similarly I 
felt quite attached to most characters in Tyranny and 
Divinity 2, I think this might be due to the fact that the 
characters in those games react more to your choices 
than in Skyrim. So I suppose I feel more attached to 
characters when they react in a believable way to my 
actions in the world. 
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There are games that creates awesome characters that 
feel real. For example Morrigan, Leliana and Alistair in 
Dragon Age Origins. That is because they are well 
fleshed out and have interesting backstories, which they 
expand upon through quests. Though in Skyrim, there 
are not a lot of well fleshed out characters, and you 
cannot really talk to them and have what feel like "real" 
conversations, like with the characters in the Dragon 
Age series. For this reason it depends very much on the 
type of RPG it is for me. 

There should always be a balance between what I as a 
player can effect with the character and what is right for 
the character "lore wise". The one I can think about now 
is Boon (Fallout New Vegas). I can change hes gear, 
give commands to him and even take his hat (which he 
will comment on). But if I make a wrong choise or go 
against him in some other way then I might risk losing 
him, turn him against me or even kill him. This will not 
only cost me "emotionally" in the sense of that I like his 
character, I will also lose firepower and additional 
ability's. 
So I think it depends on how well the game combines 
an interesting character with that also benefits me game 
play wise. 

In The Witcher 3, I often find it somewhat difficult to 
make decisions that have great impacts on certain 
NPC:s. I think it is because of some kind of attachment. 

The love/hate relationship between me and Lydia is too 
real... I also feel guilty when tossing a companion away, 
even though I know that they are not real or have 
feelings. Promise. 

if i get immersed enough, i can feel connection to an 
npc because the immersion is a good method for me to 
develop feelings for the world, story, people, etc 
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Getting emotionally invested in characters is one of the 
keys to properly enjoying gaming as a whole. Being 
able to forge a "friendship" with a character can feel the 
same as an actual friend, making the adventure all the 
more amazing when you succeed, or all the more awful 
if you lose them. Garrus Vakarian from the Mass Effect 
series was charming and interesting, as well as being 
human enough to want to interact more with, but being 
just alien (literally) enough to wish to know more about, 
on top of having much to say about his people, the 
world around us as well as having a fitting sense of 
humor was exactly like having a 7 foot tall lizard 
monster for an actual friend, even though I knew he was 
fake. I cared and felt bad whenever he was injured, or 
cheered him on in missions when we were doing well. 
 
Caring for an entity that you perceive as "alive" adds 
tremendously to the experience and immersion. 

I do get emotionally invested on some characters, as in 
I want to know more about them and see the relation 
with my character unfold , but it takes a very well written 
game to get me on the mind space to get attached 
(mass effect managed it for me a few times, and 
recently Pyre, even if it's not strictly a rpg). 

Generally it helps the less human and more animal the 
characters are, since that helps masking the limits of the 
character a bit. Dogmeat is a good example of a 
character that I got attached to, despite not really doing 
anything but woofing and biting raiders in the legs. 
Anything cute and simple I think can do that. If however 
you look at many of the human characters it becomes 
too obvious many times that it is scripted dialogue, that 
it is triggered at odd times, that certain lines are 
repeated just a bit too often etc. It is basically a poor 
imitation of a person that will only interest me if it shows 
a great deal of something appealing, like being more 
life-like than other characters, an interesting back story, 
well written and performed dialogue, an interesting new 
race, or just having a damn fine design. There are 
plenty of good characters that are interesting, but to 
form an attachment I think that the most important part 
is to show some form of kindness or openness towards 
my character, and to pass as much as possible as an 
entity, rather than scripts and triggers. 

I can grow very attached to characters if they are well 
written and I, as a player, am given a reason to care for 
them, mechanically or story-wise. 
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If you get immersed into the game, you can for sure get 
attached or feel something for the NPCs roaming 
around in the world. But you have to get pretty 
immersed, which a lot of games fails in. 

I value the characters around my own highly. To 
establish a feeling of comradery, group dynamics and 
possible love. To have fun, well rounded colourful and 
engaging companions and npcs of importance. The 
Mass Effect series and Dragon Age is the prime 
examples of these kind of strong, 3 dimentional 
personalities and engaging relationship building. 

Any well written character in an interesting world can 
cause an attatchment. Prime examples beong Garrus 
and Tali from Mass Effect. 

If they are well developed characters and the dialogue 
is well done it feels like building a personal relationship 
with them. 

If an NPC is part of the story or side quest and stays 
with you for a longer period of time they become part of 
the journey and I tend to have separation issues. Leave 
no follower, lover, mount, pet or bed bug behind! 

 

Depends on how the NPCs are made, I have never felt 
attached to an NPC that is just a follower, but I have 
with voiced characters that have personal motivations 
(for example Varric in Dragon Age). In general I feel 
NPCs in most games are more of a bother than a 
helpful companion. 

Some companions are very likable and I tend to play 
with them, but I don't lika having to pick just one for the 
entire game. 

Most NPCs can feel flat and boring which makes it hard 
for me to attach to them. But some Character really 
nails the backstory, interactions and personallity which 
makes me really care about them, an example is 
Paarthurnax from skyrim, Solaire from dark souls (Could 
name so many more character from dark souls which I 
care a lot about), Ciri, Geralt, Yennefer and more (same 
as dark souls there are many I feel attached to in 
witcher ) from Witcher 3 and Rex, ED-E and Veronica 
Santangelo from Fallout new vegas but Fallout has 
many loviable characters 
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I often fall in love with how characters act and talk. And 
it usually leads to me finding some subgoal of getting 
close to the character, of make up some story that 
makes it seems interesting. For example in Morrowind, 
there was a lady that fell in love with a thief, and after 
helping her she recommended you to a friend of hers 
and was sure you and her friend would get along nicely. 
To reach that friend I spent about 2-3 hours just 
travelling acrosd the land to reach her, building up 
fantasies of getting close to her, being best friends or 
marrying her or something like that. When I reached her 
she gave me 3 health pots and had one line of dialouge. 
This story is a tragedy. But still, the point was the story 
built on just assumptions for fun was really interesting! 

Npc are great assets to maim characters as you can 
sort of see more of your characters personality etc. For 
example in god of war 4 the son is an excellent addition 
to kratos's personality and his story. Where in previous 
games he was alone, I find him having a travel partner 
was different but in a very good way. 

If I understand their motivations and can empathise with 
their own goals I usually become attached. I treat them 
as co-authors of my story, rather than blank faces to 
ignore. 

In games that have a battle system that is very high risk 
reward curve with tension of keeping myself alive in a 
world that it makes sense for it work that way i feel an 
attachment as i feel i fight to barely survive with my 
npcs. 

 

I tend to choose party members/followers early and 
stick to them 

Mostly the characters are missing a personality 

 

I suppose it depends on how involved the NPCs are, 
how much you interact with them and how free your 
interactions are with them. I also feel like pets / mounts 
can become more tied in with your own character, which 
makes them more interesting to me but often I find the 
average NPC pretty... average (and quite 'flat'). 

Interesting characters (a unique, coherent worldview), 
good dialog, significant effect on the story, someone 
who changes the way or my character sees things, 
sexual attractiveness, aesthetic appeal (not necessarily 
beauty), great voice acting - these are all good things. 

Never been to attached to a character 
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I'm never attached to a character themselves. As said 
previously I care more about the world, it's story and 
how characters (NPC's and PC's) affect it. The times 
that I become attached to an NPC is when they 
introduce a new action or concept to me which I can 
carry on and remeber. Something that makes them 
stand out from NPC's of the same category or tropes. I 
became quite fond of Zevran Aranai for being the 
useless roque (what a lockpick he is!) or Undyne from 
Undertale that has the potential to become the hero of 
the world in combination with her exaggerated 
personality. She can be serious but she is not a 
grimdark suffering leader of the guard. 

N/a 

attached to pets and regular companions/ buddies. 
romantic options are so boring though 
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